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Dear Business Owners,


I believe you have downloaded the E-Commerce Guide, as you are looking to 

Jigar Doriwala,

CEO, Tenacious Techies

learn about E-Commerce and looking to take your business online.We have

developed this IN-DEPTH GUIDE, to allow business owners like YOU, to SUCCEED

online.

There are number of website solution available now a day, and this guide will

HELP YOU to know what are the important features which are required for a

good e-commerce website, and how they can benefit in your business 

operation.

We at Tenacious Techies are focused on helping E-Commerce business 

owners in setting up their online stores. We have covered various features we 

I want you to go through the Guide thoroughly, and if you have any different  

business requirement, feel free to contact me or my team to help you in your

NEW IDEA.

With more than 11 Years in Digital Space, you will be working with a team of 

highly qualified and experienced professionals with background in Website 

Design, Apps, SEO, Digital Strategy and Automation.

Till date we have serviced clients across 15+ countries and have our authorized

I look forward to help more entrepreneurs by providing right guidance and 
solutions.

partners across USA, India, Australia, UAE, UK and growing rapidly in other 

countries.

have developed for our clients in WordPress, which is a technology powering

over 34% of websites globally, and the popularity of same is growing every

year.
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Elegant Design                       


Interactive Sliders

Be it a website or any application, if the design does not look 
appealing to the users; eventually they won't be able to connect to 
it regardless of whether the functionality is premium or not. So it 
has always been our primary concern to deliver to the user; the 
most incredible designs and we are sure you would love them!!


The purpose of sliders is to display the most important and 
engaging information. It might be some tagline, displaying new 
arrivals, best selling products, and even discounted items to direct 
the attention of customers to specific products. An engaging slider 
supports video embedding, video smooth transitions and design 
diversity to deliver engaging experiences throughout the website. 
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customer login

wishlist

logo design

Search functionality

Outstanding CTA (Call to Action) buttons


Having customer logins can help increase your customer focus by 
fostering a feedback loop between you and your customers. They 
allow organizations to collect feedback on their product or service 
as customers can vote on articles and comment on discussions.


Generally customers don't  remember about the products they 
want to buy or keep checking the website every day, waiting for 
them to become available again. What they can do instead is keep 
the product in their wishlist and simply get notified when there’s a 
discount available.


Logo is the pillar of foundation for your identity, makes a strong first 
impression, is memorable, makes you stand out from competition, 
fosters brand loyalty. Therefore having an attractive and 
meaningful logo is always helpful.


Statistics suggest that around 80% of users prefer to use a search 
bar to navigate across the website. It creates a focused and quick 
user experience. So it has been an inevitable feature to 
accommodate the same; apart from the cases where the site 
represents a limited sized online store.

Buttons like BUY NOW or GET a FREE CONSULTATION should be placed 
at the most suitable places for obvious reasons. It is very crucial to 
decide the visibility, color, position and the text attributes on that 
button; depending upon the application. We personally believe in 
bigger sized buttons and positive colors!!
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Product filtering & sorting     

contact information

business hours

terms & conditions

social media icons

Majority of customers today know all the specifics about what they 
want to buy/know about on a specific website. Needless to say, 
powerful product filters are a must. Sorting, on the other hand, 
allows them to view products either in ascending or descending 
order of factors like price and rating. 

Contact information gives users a way to get in touch with you. 
Include a phone number and potentially a support or informational 
email address on your about page. This way, anyone who has 
further questions or who is experiencing issues with your product or 
service can make contact quickly.

If you have a physical storefront, or if you’re only reachable at 
certain times, include this on your about page. Having hours clearly 
listed helps people know when you’re more likely to answer their 
calls or process returns.


Terms and Conditions have several benefits like claiming the 
content’s ownership, preventing abuses, building liability, etc. It also 
helps us achieve higher ranking in search engines and also third 
party compliances.

The power of social media marketing cannot be overstated. In 
order to get visitors over to your Twitter and Facebook pages, 
include social media icons on the homepage, or on the footer at 
the bottom of each page.
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Descriptive 
product page
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Breadcrumbs in website

DESCRIPTIVE PRODUCT PAGE

This traditional strategy is very crucial in a website; because it 
helps the user navigate smoothly across the entire website and 
avoid getting lost in the path and getting frustrated.

We all know that the purpose of a product page is to provide 
customers with all the vital information about its features, 
capabilities, and benefits. That’s why finalizing product page design 
that’s visual yet highly informative and focused is critical for your 
online store’s success!

Breadcrumbs
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Customer 
review

Map to your 
business
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Customer reviews

map to your business

It's human tendency to make sure that a product’s reviews are 
good before they finalize and buy it. It has proven to be one of the 
biggest factors for gaining user’s trust and influencing the decision 
of buyers.

A map and address leads users to your office or store location. 

This helps them understand where to find you. A larger company 
with multiple storefronts may also include a search for users to find 
a location nearest them. A smaller business just needs to include 
the one or two addresses it has.
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Biography

Testimonials
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biography

testimonials

A biography for your organization and its founders helps visitors 
better understand who they are doing business with. People love 
familiarity and feeling good about where they invest their time and 
money. A company bio can brighten up your about page with 
some storytelling and personal anecdotes.

Every client is likely to buy an idea or product/service, if they find 
other customers buying the same. It is suggested that having 
testimonials in the form of videos and messages can be highly 
effective for any online portal.
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Subscriber Opt-in


Customer Support 
information and 
FAQs
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faqs

subscriber opt-in

newsletter

Here the customer can clear all their doubts and find similar 
questions raised by other customers in FAQs (Frequently Asked 
Questions) section.


Nowadays a  lot of firms  prefer to have an optin form for a pop-up 
that encourages visitors to sign up for the email/information in 
exchange for an incentive, such as a discount. We can do wonders 
through email marketing once we collect user information via these 
forms.

When you consistently deliver valuable, relevant information to your 
subscribers’ inboxes, you boost trust in your brand. Well-written, 
informative newsletters lead customers to believe in and rely on 
your company as a source of knowledge, products, and services.

Newsletter
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Information 
organization

Blogs 
internal links
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blogs internal links

blog 

information organization

If a visitor is interested in your blog, it is highly  possible that  they 
would be interested in a different blog; based on a similar topic. So 
we can take this opportunity and include a list of recommended 
content that could potentially keep them on your site for longer.

Blogs are great for gaining user attention and they are also 
important from an SEO point of view. They are useful for any 
organization wishing to bring traffic to its site through unique 
content, or wishing to provide regular updates through published 
posts. Even if you’re not particularly a blogger, having a blog on 
your site can still gather attention.

Information on your website  can be organized in a number of 
ways, but what matters is the structure that they are organized into. 
Visitors should have a precise understanding of how your blog is 
organized and how they are only shown the content most relevant 
to their interests.
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Share items

Comments

Internal links
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share items

comments

Internal links

Users always find it convenient to have a share feature on their 
websites; be it a product/service or some information. Google 
determines search results listings by using many ranking signals, 
like number of times that content is shared, tweeted, liked, or 
posted to social media. 

Comments can be useful for various purposes like question - 
answer sessions and they are excellent conversation starters. This 
interaction upon comments can make the website really engaging 
and encourage community building for people who have same 
interests.

The purpose of a website isn’t just to get people to your homepage. 
Rather, use your homepage to spur visitors to other parts of the site. 
Advertise relevant spring styles, or provide links to recent blog posts. 
Internal links get users to stay on your page longer, which increases 
the odds they’ll become a customer.
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Number of payment gateways in your website is generally a huge 
factor; thereby contributing to a good or bad customer 
experience(s)

A contact form is another way of making your company available 
to users. Contact forms gather an individual’s information while 
giving them a message box where they can voice their concerns.

Captcha or spam filters are now standard practice for websites. 
These make sure that only genuine visitors can reach you and 
complete the contact form – without it, you’re bound to get a lot of 
unsolicited emails and spam.

Payment Gateway 
Integration

Contact 
form

captcha or anti-spam 
feature   

PAYMENT GATEWAY INTEGRATION

contact form

Captcha or anti-spam feature

contact form
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Gallery of  
work/portfolio

31
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A Gallery is something like a portfolio that presents your previous 
projects. Successful past projects will encourage customers to do 
business with you.

The latest blogs and trending posts need a place on your blog to 
grab the attention of readers and direct traffic on the relevant 
piece of content. In case you are deploying a Wordpress like CMS 
for your e-commerce store to make blogging easy, it is amazing to 
have a theme that promises featured posts ticker!


Gallery of work/portfolio

Featured posts Advertisement

Featured posts 
Advertisement 
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About Us 
Page
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34

Your about us page is an introduction to your brand. Here, 
customers discover your company goals and objectives and what 
separates you from your competitors. You could include 
illustrations, videos and images, too. Alternatively, we can feature 
customer testimonials — brand recommendations from people 
who have used your services in the past.

More and more websites are utilizing live chat software as an 
opportunity to get in touch with site visitors and provide top-tier 
customer service. Well, the timing when the chat pop up arrives is a 
very important factor to consider while implementing the live chat 
service. It is advisable to make sure users are prompted after they 
are done visiting the homepage.


About Us Page


live chat

Livechat
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Auto-detect 
location

35
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An online store capable of retrieving their customer’s current 
location has the ability  to customize the whole store experience. 
This feature is widely used by the majority of online shops to deliver 
wonderful shopping experiences, suggest better recommendations, 
and improve conversions. 


The design of the shopping cart is the thing that helps to complete 
the purchase and increase the conversion. Practically, customers 
might abandon the shopping cart at any moment, but an unclear 
shopping cart or a lack of features or information can easily add to 
the decision to leave. Thus, there is a need to think carefully about 
the design of the shopping cart and consequent checkout page. 


Auto-detect location

SHOPPING CART

Shopping cart
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Adding an option to save a payment method during checkout 
lowers barriers for repeat purchases from your store . It is always 
flexible to give your customers an easy place to review and 
manage their stored payment information any time. This increases 
retention, customers’ loyalty and provides a new level of speed and 
convenience while placing an order. 

As reviews are one of the most important purchase decision 
factors nowadays, it is reasonable to encourage your existing 
clients to leave reviews for each item ordered. Clearly, the 
customer account page is a perfect place for that. 

Saved payment methods


Option to write a review

Saved payment 
methods

Option to write 

a review
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Categories & tags

39

40

Categories and tags are additional e-commerce features that 
provide convenient and straightforward navigation on your blog. 
They improve user experience and can lead to conversion 
improvement on your website as well. You can categorize your 
posts depending on product category, area of usage, or other 
aspects specific to your business.

Festivals, seasons, and special occasions trigger the demand for 
specific products. That’s why it makes perfect sense to add a 
popular searches module to your e-commerce website. Adding 
this feature will make it easy for shoppers to reach popular items 
on your online store. Pretty simple online store feature but creates 
a lot of value.

MAIN Categories

Popular searches module

Popular searches 
module
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Product 
catalog

41

42

Creating an information-rich product catalog is one of the key 
features of ecommerce websites and a major driver to customer 
conversion. A product catalog is a detailed document displaying a 
store’s inventory. It usually includes product images and 
descriptions, delivery options, price, order fulfillment charges, the 
available quantity of SKUs, etc. 

It is a popular human tendency to find options in every thing they 
pursue or buy and hence the most popular websites always show 
relevant products to the product that you are actually buying. 

Product Catalog

related products

Retaled 
products
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Teams and 
Employees

43

44

Employee pages often describe their team as in who does what, 
meaning they’re listed in terms of their domain; i.e. marketing, sales, 
research, etc. These pages include headshots or other team 
photos, with the employees’ names and titles. Teams will vary 
depending on how your organization is broken up and what teams 
you have.


Another most important features of an ecommerce website is a 
clear, simple message on the home page. Once a shopper is on 
your page, your goal is to guide them quickly and smoothly 
towards a purchase. The home page is where this process begins.


Teams and Employees

Simple Messaging


Simple messaging
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High-definition graphics

Item availability

45

46

47

It is a well established fact that online shopping is not as satisfying 
as the physical one and therefore we need to check the products 
inside out before purchasing them. So this leads to the requirement 
of zoom features and photos from various angles. It is especially 
critical to have in case of clothing, art, handicrafts, beauty 
products, jewelry, shoes, and designer products. 

Feedback/ suggestion is much more than it seems to do. Therefore, 
provide your customers with a corner for their feedback and 
suggestions and this would make them feel they have a medium to 
raise their voice and will make them know that you value your 
customers.


Few things in online shopping are more frustrating than deciding 
on a product — or even making a purchase — only to discover that 
the item you want is out of stock. You must re-evaluate your 
purchase decision or wait an unspecified amount of time for the 
company to restock.  


High-definition graphics

The Feedback

Item availability

Feedback/
suggestion corner
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From online education to entertainment and shopping, everything 
is happening on smart phones.It is important to keep all the 
devices in mind while getting your website product built; so that it 
looks good on all of them. This is what having a responsive web 
design does for you. Moreover, it does not make sense to launch a 
whole mobile application after building it from scratch.

Every client would want to know the broader picture or you can say 
order related statistics, i.e. which orders are delivered, which ones 
are in process and the ones that are canceled. So we provide you 
with a dashboard where you can have a look at all such statistics.


Mobile-Friendly/Responsive Website

Order management

Responsive 
website

Order 
management

48

E-commerce business is evolving each day and we need to make 
sure we are following the latest trends in order to stay ahead in the 
game. So we got it covered in your maintenance program and 
keep your products and services updated accordingly.


Keeping up with the latest trends
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Since check out pages involve so much information to be taken 
from the user like personal information, shipping, payment, etc ..it 
becomes irritating for the user. For this reason, it is always better to 
plan the user interaction along the check out page and utilize 
some intelligent form filling features available.


This is an important step to review all items being purchased, the 
shipping info, payment method, discounts, and extra costs like 
taxes or express shipping. Its always beneficial to make sure it’s 
clear that this is a review step and that the main call to action is to 
submit the order.


Once the customer submits the order, give them a nice thank you 
message and confirm that they submitted their order successfully. 
It’s helpful to display the order details and info on how to modify 
the order if the user catches a mistake after submission. 

Intelligent Checkout page

Checkout


Order Confirmation


Intelligent 
checkout page

Checkout 

Order 
confirmation
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Why should a customer buy from you and not your competitors? 
We need to use Unique Value Propositions or UVPs that mention 
those things about your business that make it special.


Websites that don’t have the SSL certification flash the ‘not secure’ 
message alongside the search bar. Even Google has made it a 
higher priority that websites must have SSL certificates. It is as 
compulsory as wearing protective eyewear while watching solar 
eclipse. Some browsers don’t even open such websites citing 
security concerns. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to make 
sure that your website has the SSL certification.

Highlighted UVP

SSL certification

Highlighted UVP

SSL Certification
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Sources say that if your website takes more than 3 seconds to load, 
then there is a huge possibility that you will be pushing away 40% of 
your visitors at the same moment. So speed optimization is a must.


Popups are highly effective to introduce visitors to newdiscounts, 
notify about upcoming sales, and gather emails. That’s whyit’s 
highly important to add a popup module that makes it super easy 
foryou to create and edit pop-ups that can be flashed at specific 
pages orthroughout the website.


better loading speed

pop-ups module

Better loading 
speed

Pop-ups 
module
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Browser 
compatibility

Content management 
system

Automatic site backup
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59

60

The term browser compatibility refers to the ability of a website to 
fully function on all the browsers available in the market. Owing to 
the variety of browsers coming up these days, it has become 
regular to write your scripts and codes that make a website work in 
all browsers.


We never know what can go wrong with your website at any point of 
time or the worst is; some sort of malfunction can happen. So it is 
essential to take backups at every stage in order to ensure no losses 
or recovery from already occurred losses. So automatic website 
backup is essential.


Owing to the dynamic nature of data, the system under 
development must be scalable enough and easy to add/delete 
information as and when needed. For example you need to close 
some offers or choose to stop selling certain products during 
holidays and bring them back when needed, it's always possible 
with the help of a CMS tool.


browser compatibility

automatic site backup

easy content management system
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This generation is getting so used to getting notifications on their 
smartphones; it has become an essential feature to append into 
your website business. It keeps users reminded about your presence, 
special offers, their orders status, their favorite products information 
and much more.

Users are always wondering if a certain software tool is compatible 
with something they already use. Including integrations on the 
features page is a good way to address these questions early, as 
well as increase traffic to your website by including the names of 
popular tools.


Imagine if you get to see who is visiting your site and how much 
time they spend. Well you can always keep track of it; all thanks to 
website analytics. It is useful to understand whether our content 
strategies are successful or not and most importantly; points from 
your visitors dropped off, if they did so.

notifications

third party integrations

site analytics

Third party 
Integrations

Site analytics

Notifications
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65

Consumers want to know they have control over the settings and 
interactions with your website and brand. At some point they may 
need to change account information like the name, email address, 
password, newsletter subscription preferences, and more. So it is 
reasonable to provide a straightforward interface and clear options 
for doing that in the customer account.


Pictures speak louder than words and following this philosophy we 
always try to incorporate textual concepts or information in the 
form of pictures. This eventually grabs more user attention and 
improves visibility of the website.

settings

infographics

Settings

Infographics

66

Even though ecommerce has seen a tremendous amount of 
growth in the last decade, first-time shoppers are apprehensive of 
making purchases online, especially from lesser-known online 
stores. This is where trust signals come into action. Showing data 
security certifications can prove that whatever details they provide 
are secure enough.

trust signals

Trust signals
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Cutomer support 
information

67

68

Visitors often find it difficult to raise their queries as far as online 
shopping is concerned. So it is advisable to have a section that is 
dedicated to customer support. 



There can be numerous reasons why a customer no longer wants 
something they ordered. Hence, you have to make justified returns 
as simple as possible. It is always advisable to gather information 
about the reason for returns, simplifies decision making, and 
facilitates faster returns.

customer support information

PRODUCT RETURNS

 Product returns
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Sub categories

69

70

71

When there is a hierarchy of products that are being represented in 
a website; we need to categorize them properly and show 
appropriate sub categories to which a product belongs to. This is 
very important from an organization point of view.

Tags are usually used to mark specific brands and models. This way 
people can easily find reviews, instructions, and other content they 
are interested in.

 User stories are the best way we can learn how to improve a 
business and one of the ways we can utilize this fact is by taking 
suggestions from users on any issue that they have or a general 
suggestion related to our business.

sub categories

tags

suggestion corner

Tags

Suggestion
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Your story

72

73

"Is there an interesting anecdote about how the business started? 
Share it. A good story puts a human face on what might otherwise 
be a sales pitch or impersonal About page," advises Susan Greene, 
a copywriter who helps companies create better web pages. "Facts 
are important but stories get remembered and help you connect 
with your customers."

If you don’t integrate your store with any shipping service provider, 
your customers won’t be able to track the live status of the 
product. When several other ecommerce businesses are offering 
this service, you will be left out of the race. 

your story

shipping integration

Shipping 
integration
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Consistent thumbnail 
image size

74

Thumbnail image size in any website needs to be enough to show 
basic features of the product like shape, color, and design, and 
catch consumers’ attention, motivating them to proceed to a 
product page. Each e-commerce platform provides its own 
recommendations regarding product image and thumbnail image 
sizes. We try our best to follow these recommendations.


Consistent thumbnail image size

Carousel for 
featured posts 



75

E-commerce merchants have a wide variety of options about how 
to name this block on the homepage and what products to 
associate with it. Whether it is Featured products, New arrivals or 
Best selling products block, these features of an e-commerce 
website are intended to increase sales offering items that may 
interest your target audience most.


Carousel for featured posts
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Visitors 
information


SEO services
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77

There is no use of an excellent website but not having enough 
visitors or people knowing about it. SEO practices improve the user 
experience and usability of a website. Users trust search engines 
and having a presence in the top positions for the keywords the 
user is searching, increases the website's trust.




Who would not like to know where their visitors are from, who they 
are and what they do. Such information is always helpful in 
changing your business strategies and moving ahead accordingly. 
Also, you can collect the emails, create relevant groups and set up 
email campaigns for further marketing.

SEO services

visitors information
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On the back-end, your website should offer you the option of 
adding meta descriptions to content and updating its title. This is 
useful for improving SEO, as adding in certain words in the meta 
description will make your site appear in certain searches.


Inventory measurement and tracking is critical to make sure that 
correct product availability data goes on the website. In the 
absence of a powerful inventory valuation feature, you will have to 
spend a lot of time understanding availability and site updates. 
This feature is especially critical for megastores! 

Content meta description

Inventory valuation & management

Inventory valuation & 
management 

80

A meta description is a snippet of text that appears under your 
page’s URL in search engine results. One should include relevant 
keywords but avoid stuffing with too many of them or making the 
description too long. The text should tell the reader what they will 
find when they click the link and encourage them to do exactly 
that.

Prepare appealing meta descriptions

Content meta 
description
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Multi-currency and language options are very handy e-commerce 
features for merchants who work in multi-language countries or 
who sell internationally. Letting shoppers see prices in their 
currency and viewing the information in a native language, 
establishes a certain level of trust between them and your 
business.


Multi-currency and language options


Language option

82

If a customer purchases an online product like a voucher, he 
should be given sufficient information like how he will get access to 
it and how he can share that.

Easy explanation of digital products purchase

Easy explanation of digital 
products purchase

Email integration 
management

83

Usually, backend management platforms can have email 
marketing features integrated into it. Sorting and storing customer 
emails and sending personalized emails are very useful to increase 
conversions.

Email marketing integration
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It is a crucial part of SEO and it takes much research to decide 
what keywords user would choose to search about your business. 
What we do is make a list of important, relevant topics based on 
what you know about your business and find keywords that fit your 
goals.Include your target keywords in the right places (title, 
metadata, etc.) so that your website ranks higher in search engines 
results pages (SERPs).


Keyword research

Register on 
search engine 
tracking tool

85

In order to track the performance of a website in terms of SEO, it is 
important to register it on search engine tracking tools.You can use 
them to monitor your website’s search engine visibility, crawl errors, 
and other important data, as well as get helpful advice on how to 
improve your SEO results.

Register on Search Engine Tracking Tools


Keyword research
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In today's world, smart web content development is all about — 
proper planning. If done right, a good content development plan 
will ensure a stellar performance, one in which your website plays 
the starring role. This all starts with a blueprint, a map you follow to 
take your website from concept to completion.

Content is the king and it is the reason why content is being copied 
from competitors sites and firms nowadays. Every website needs 
content which is 100% original and rich in value. So plagiarism 
check is a necessary step to conduct.


Brainstorming before Execution


Plagiarism check for website content

88

Without a prototype, you can end up going down an unclear and 
expensive path when you're developing your mobile app or 
product. That's why prototyping is a crucial part of creating a 
website.


Building prototypes before websites

Brainstroming
Prototypes

Check plagiarism 
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80% of consumers are more likely to purchase from a company 
that offers personalized content and promotions – this typically 
leads to a 20% uplift in conversion rate for the website users who 
are shown personalized content.


Personalisation

90

Before website development, we need to clearly document what 
message your brand will portray. We always need to keep in mind 
the color scheme, font, the type of graphics and photos, how much 
content and empty space you’ll use. All of these things go into 
creating a cohesive identity that will subtly inform your visitor of 
who you are and what you do. A confused brand identity will leave 
your visitors unsure of and unable to relate to your company.


Brand Identity

Personalisation

Brand identity
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Usually, a website will have a number of managers. You as the 
owner should be able to decide who can access which part.

Managing customer orders and their account information is a 
mandatory feature. It’s better to store the customer's search history 
too. That may help you to provide personalized offers to frequent 
visitors.

Your site’s backend platform should be easily able to manage 
different payment processes, calculate and apply taxes, and 
determine the price structure based on locations.


Administrator management

Customer management


Payment, taxes and location management


Administrator Management

Customer Management

Payment Management
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A local business is generally tied to a specific broad location and 
covers a few service areas. When it comes to SEO, it works well to 
have a page for each of your service area locations. For example: If 
one of your service areas in Melbourne, the location page URL 
should be something like domain.com.au/service-area/melbourne


URL with service area name


service area name

Extensive product information
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Shopping online has become extremely common, but many 
consumers still feel hesitant about making online purchases — 
especially from smaller brands that they may be unfamiliar with. In 
order to convince your customers that your product is high-quality 
and worth their money, be sure to offer as much product 
information as possible. 


Extensive Product Information

Inventory status
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Shoppers expect to see inventory on product pages, so this should 
be a key element of your e-commerce website.This informs your 
customers that their orders will not be delayed, and if something is 
out of stock it gives them the option to set up email notifications 
for when that item becomes available again.

Show inventory status (availability)
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Coupons are the best strategy to attract customers to buy 
products and even drive new customers to the business. 
Customers always tend to buy a product which is more profitable. 
So launching discount coupons never turns out to be a bad idea.

Discount coupons for website

98

Technical support means customers can get help and find 
answers to technical queries & questions as soon as they come up 
in real-time. We offer support through chatbots, a knowledge base, 
live chat, or an embedded messaging.

technical Support

Discount coupons

Technical support

Reporting & 
management
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So once the site is up and running, how do you keep tabs on all the 
sales you are bringing in? You MUST HAVE reporting! You can run 
reports to see how much profit is coming in during specific time 
periods and which products are your top sellers so you can use 
that data to drive your future promotional efforts

Reporting and management
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What if someone wants to feature your product in their store? Make 
it easy for them by including an import and export product 
function on your website.It’s good business to allow other stores to 
showcase your own products. Who knows what fruitful partnerships 
may develop thereon?


Product Information Exchange


Product information 
exchange

Interested in Developing 

Your Own-Ecommerce Website?
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